HYMER Motorhomes
Setting standards: HYMER semi-integrated and integrated motorhomes 2017.
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HYMER

The Pioneer
Inventor, visionary, entrepreneur − Erwin Hymer wrote camping history
by turning his group of companies into the European market leader.

Technical know-how, the pioneering spirit of the entrepreneur

For decades, Erwin Hymer’s inventiveness and ceaseless creativity

and a healthy dose of ambition and hard work − all of these

has shaped the entire industry. His whole life’s work provides us

were typical of Erwin Hymer. From small beginnings, the com-

with a model for future corporate decisions.

pany founder, who passed away in April 2013, created a group
of companies which now ranks among the leading motorhome

As a result, the concept of motorhoming has always been insep-

and caravan manufacturers in Europe and is active worldwide.

arably linked with the name HYMER. The passion and professionalism that goes into the development and construction of our

As a young engineer, Erwin Hymer followed his parents’ calling

vehicles communicates itself to our customers. We at HYMER are

and began working in his father Alfons’ repair shop in the south-

not only proud of almost 60 years of company history, but also

ern German town of Bad Waldsee in 1956. Just one year later, he

of our employees, who devote their energies and ideas on a daily

developed the first caravan – the original “Troll” – in collaboration

basis to making “travel in the original” possible.

with the engineer Erich Bachem. And thus began a new era! The
next decisive step came in 1971 with the launch of the first HYMER
motorhome – a key milestone in our long corporate history!
A wide variety of series, models and layouts has been built over a
period of nearly 60 years. Many of the motorhomes and caravans
set standards and ushered in new trends − especially in terms
of technology, comfort and design, as well as quality and safety.
For our founder Erwin Hymer, incorporating customers’ wishes
into the development of new and improved vehicles was always
a matter of principle.
Erwin Hymer (* 27 July 1930 † 11 April 2013), a leading figure of the European caravan and motorhome sector.

Bad Waldsee
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Visit the Erwin Hymer Museum
and discover the world
of motorhoming and the
greatest routes of all time.
www.erwin-hymer-museum.de

A unique success story
The history of the HYMER motorhome.

The development of the integrated Hymermobil at the beginning

integrated models − many vehicles from these model series have

of the 70s ushered in a new era in the history of mobile homes.

been crowned with major awards over the years. This chronicle

The year 2014 saw the production of the 150,000th HYMER motor-

sketches the key stages in the remarkable success story of the

home. From the legendary B-Class or the luxurious S-Class to the

Hymermobil.

lightweights of the Exsis series or the colourful variety of semi-

1957

1961

1971

1976

1978

1981

1986

Alfons Hymer begins production of agricultural vehicles.

Erich Bachem (“ERIBA”) and
Erwin Hymer build the original
“Troll”, the first caravan.

The first hand-built HYMER
motorhome, the Caravano,
makes its debut.

The first Hymermobil is built and
presented at the Caravan Salon.

The Hymermobil 521 with
pull-down double bed in the
cab becomes a bestseller.

The innovative PUAL body
shell is developed and
proves its stability.

The HYMER B-Class is introduced and develops over the
following years into Europe’s
most popular motorhome.

HYMER becomes the first
manufacturer to grant a
6-year water ingress warranty
on its motorhomes.

1995

2004

2007

2011

2012

2014

2015

2016

HYMER presents the new
S-Class and becomes the
first company in the industry
to be certified according to
ISO 9001 on the strength of
its high product quality.

In October, the 100,000th
Hymer motorhome rolls off the
production line in Bad Waldsee.

HYMER’s 50th anniversary is
honoured with an anniversary
edition of the B-Class SL in gold.

Opening of the Erwin Hymer
Museum opposite the company
headquarters in Bad Waldsee.

Lightweight design from Bad
Waldsee – HYMER puts its stamp
on the 3-ton class and sets new
standards within the industry.

Europe’s leading manufacturer produces the 150,000th
HYMER motorhome.

A further milestone: the
Hymermobil ML-I – an
integrated motorhome on
a Mercedes-Benz chassis
weighing less than 3.5 tons.

A new era begins with the
Hymermobil B-Class DynamicLine, offering superlative
comfort despite a weight
of less than three tons.
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Unique to HYMER:
the symbol for top quality
you can see and feel in every
HYMER motorhome.

Why HYMER?
The name HYMER is synonymous with motorhoming.

*

*www.hymer.com

There are many important criteria to consider when buying a

philosophy. That’s why HYMER motorhomes are equipped with

motorhome. After all, it’s an investment you expect to benefit

extensive safety features as standard.

from for years or even decades to come, enhancing your leisure
time and holidays and bringing you freedom and independence.

What’s more, we now offer a specific driving safety training

So who better to turn to for information than a renowned sup-

throughout Germany that's available to all. We are constantly

plier and European market leader with a wide selection of vehi-

striving to set new standards in all areas, especially in terms of

cle types? All our products are developed on the principle that

weight or PUAL design. What’s more, our customers can access a

HYMER customers are entitled to expect a high-quality vehicle

comprehensive range of services at all times. So when it comes to

with superior comfort, and one which represents a worthwhile

choosing a motorhome, you need look no further than the pre-

economic investment. Safety is a cornerstone of our corporate

mium manufacturer HYMER!

Passion and conviction: HYMER motorhomes embody a whole way of life.
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32 × promobil
Motorhome of the Year 1987 – present

Winter resistance

Innovation

For carefree travel even in cold and snowy conditions.

Every HYMER is a masterpiece of engineering.

All our motorhomes are factory-fitted with winter-proof features,

unique bonding technology make them fit for all weathers. That

As a pioneer of the motorhome industry, HYMER has come up

their safety features and high level of travelling comfort, our

making them suitable for year-round use. Clever climate control

way you stay warm as toast even when it’s icy outside. Thanks to

with many trend-setting innovations over decades, helping to

motorhomes have a key advantage that makes for excellent value

solutions such as the insulated service installations and tanks,

the winter-proofing features, your pipes and tanks can’t freeze –

shape the image of motorhoming for generations. The crank sky-

retention: their durable high-tech bodywork with the patented

the sophisticated heating and ventilation system and HYMER’s

and you save gas thanks to perfect heat insulation.

light, the wheel arch refrigerator, a specially developed HYMER

full-foam PUAL walls and heated GRP double floor.

headlight and the fold-down bed are just a few examples. Besides

Winterproofing as standard

Truma heater

Central heating

Top marks

Double glazing

Magic weight

All HYMER motorhomes come ready-winterproofed, making them ideal
for winter camping too. Thanks to the integral insulation concept, the sophisticated heating and ventilation system and the special HYMER bonding technology used in the bodywork, our vehicles are fit for all weathers and suitable for year-round use.

The integrated 6,000 W Truma
Combi 6 heater effortlessly maintains a cosy temperature throughout the interior even when it’s
freezing outside (depending on
model).

Its central location under the seating area means that the heat is distributed optimally throughout the
vehicle. Numerous heating outlets ensure a pleasant temperature throughout the living area
(depending on model).

Each HYMER motorhome is subjected to various endurance tests,
e.g. extreme cold. It then undergoes further detailed testing by
our staff.

The inclusion of high-quality
framed windows with acrylic double glazing as standard is a further
HYMER milestone.

This is standard with the “inventor of the 3-ton class”: the Exsis-t, T-CL,
ML-T, Exsis-i ML-I and B-DL all weigh in below the magic limit of 3.5 tons
for example, even with a large payload. Not only does this save fuel: in
some countries, it also avoids higher toll fees. Another plus is that vehicles of this weight can also be driven with a category B driving licence.

Winter ventilation

Rear ventilation

The vehicle for winter sports fans

Spacious interior

Robust coating

Made by HYMER

Winter air vents are provided in
the windows and seating areas and
in the kitchen. These ensure efficient air circulation and an optimal
climate inside the vehicle.

All overhead lockers have a void at
the back through which warm air
can circulate freely, thus avoiding
unwanted condensation.

Our motorhomes offer a hassle-free all-round package for winter sports
enthusiasts: insulated service installations and tanks, heated dashboard
and exterior locker compartments, winter air vents in the windows and
seating areas and a warm air supply under the cab seats. As for the exterior, the GRP floor provides effective protection against grit and salt
(depending on model).

HYMER is the inventor of the folddown bed in the semi-integrated
motorhome. The sleeping area in
the roof takes nothing away from
the living area and leaves scope
for a creative layout.

Corrosion, cold and material fatigue don’t stand a chance in
our motorhomes thanks to the
GRP roof coating, floor and other components. Protection against
grit and salt is likewise guaranteed
(depending on model).

High-quality furniture design is a
HYMER tradition. 90 % of all furniture parts are made in our own
factory – with modern technology and materials. The fittings are
household standard.
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Maximum safety

Every convenience

Prepared for all eventualities.

What more could you wish for?

Driving safety and comfort have reached an extremely high stand-

on difficult terrain, and to ensure better roadholding. The safety

High standards have always been associated with HYMER and

at home in a motorhome is determined by fundamental factors

ard in the automotive sector. That same standard is applied to

systems prevent the vehicle from skidding or swerving and the

its customers. So it’s no wonder that even the standard equip-

such as spatial effect and proportions, freedom of movement and

each and every HYMER motorhome. Top safety standards are

wheels from jamming in critical situations. They also assist driving

ment of our vehicles includes a number of high-end comfort

the user-friendliness and functionality of the individual elements.

defined at the development stage and successfully imple-

and manoeuvring in mountainous areas, on uphill and downhill

features – not to mention the wide choice of high-quality extras.

HYMER scores on all these fronts – you can just feel the quality.

mented – from the vehicle body to the intelligent electronic

stretches.

But comfort isn’t just about equipment. Whether or not you feel

safety systems. These serve to assist driving and acceleration, e.g.

A

Standard driving safety

Upholstery & fabrics

Power saving

Adaptable bathrooms

Culinary pleasures

The excellent driving comfort of HYMER motorhomes is complemented by an extremely comprehensive standard safety package, featuring driver and passenger airbags, ABS, TCS und ESC incl.
Traction+ (A). Added safety and convenience are provided by electrically adjustable and heated wing mirrors, a daytime running light, hill start
assist and hill descent assist.

Only textiles from renowned
manufacturers are used in our
sewing workshop. All fabrics are
stain-protected and meet the relevant standards for UV stability,
colour and hot light fastness.

HYMER living areas are notable for their warm atmosphere.
Pleasant illumination is ensured by
the large windows in the daytime,
and by the standard integrated
LED lighting system in the evening.

Whether you opt for the Vario
bathroom, Vario Premium bathroom or open bathroom with separate shower: each of the many
variants offers remarkable freedom of movement.

No culinary wishes go unfulfilled
in a HYMER kitchen thanks to
top-quality fittings, an ergonomically designed workspace and
plenty of storage for provisions
and cooking utensils.

Driving safety training

A great outlook

Excellent roadholding thanks to AL-KO frame

Healthy sleep

Stowage space galore

Secure storage

Handles & fastenings

In our Germany-wide HYMER driving safety trainings, you can learn
all about correct braking, safe manoeuvring, optimal loading and fuel-saving driving techniques direct
from the experts.

The high panoramic windscreen,
extra-large side windows, triple
windscreen wipers and standard daytime running light ensure
excellent all-round vision in all
weathers (depending on model).

The AL-KO lightweight technology cuts down on weight without compromising on stability. That way motorhomes on a Fiat chassis can have
a larger payload. The lower centre of gravity improves driving stability
and the broad-gauge chassis ensures better roadholding, while the torsion bar suspension and high-performance wheel shock absorbers guarantee you a smooth ride equal to that of a car.

A good bed is the foundation of
healthy, restorative sleep. That’s
why every HYMER motorhome
comes with modern multi-zone
cold foam mattresses in the sleeping area.

The stowage facilities combine
quantity and quality to a unique
degree. From the extra-large garages to the many storage compartments and overhead lockers
– not an inch of space is wasted.

All kitchen drawers are equipped
with ball bearings for a smooth
action and feature a Servo softtouch closing mechanism and fastenings to prevent them from
coming open accidentally and rattling while the vehicle is in motion.

The easy-grip, ergonomic real
metal handles are extremely durable. The HYMER closure system
guarantees secure locking of every
cupboard door.
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Take a tour
of the HYMER works and
find out what goes on
behind the scenes.
www.hymer.com/tour

HYMER semi-integrated
The semi-integrated motorhomes at a glance.

16

24

32

40

48

Model range

HYMER
Van & Van S

HYMER
Exsis-t

HYMER
T-Class CL

HYMER
T-Class SL

HYMER
ML-T

Profile

Compact semi-integrated vehicle, suitable
for use as a second car

Semi-integrated vehicles
in the 3-ton class with very
high level of comfort

Roomy semi-integrated
vehicle with very high
level of comfort

Exclusive semiintegrated vehicle
with double floor

Premium semiintegrated vehicle on
Mercedes base

Length
(in metres)

5.45 – 6.36

5.95 – 7.15

7.49

6.79 – 7.79

6.36 – 7.79

Width
(in metres)

2.22

2.22

2.35

2.35

2.22

Height
(in metres)

2.77 – 2.90

2.77

2.90

2.90

2.90

Berths

2–3

2–3

2–5

2–4

2–3

Chassis

Over 3,500 kg

Below 3,500 kg
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HYMER integrated
The integrated motorhomes at a glance.

56

64

74

82

92

100

Model range

Hymermobil
Exsis-i

Hymermobil
B-Class DL

Hymermobil
B-Class PL

Hymermobil
B-Class SL

Hymermobil
ML-I

Hymermobil
StarLine

Profile

Integrated vehicle in
the 3-ton class with very
high level of comfort

Premium integrated
vehicle under three tons
with superlative comfort

Premium integrated
vehicle with outstanding
comfort and design.

Exclusive integrated
vehicle with superlative
driving and living comfort

Premium Mercedesbased integrated
vehicle under 3.5 tons

Premium integrated
vehicle with exclusive driving and living comfort

Length
(in metres)

5.99 – 7.20

5.99 – 7.49

6.99 – 8.79

7.79 – 8.86

6.39 – 7.80

7.97

Width
(in metres)

2.22

2.22

2.35

2.35

2.22

2.35

Height
(in metres)

2.77

2.96

2.90

3.15

2.90

3.07

Berths

3–5

2–5

3–5

2–6

4–5

4

Chassis

Over 3,500 kg

Below 3,500 kg

= New
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HYMER Van & Van S
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Technical data

Van / Van S

The HYMER Van and Van S.

545 × 222 × 277 cm
2,515 kg
985 – 1,335 kg
3,500 – 3,850 kg
+
Standard chassis

Length × width × height
Mass in running order
Payload – O (optional extra)
Max. technically permissible laden mass – O
Berths + O
Fiat AL-KO Ducato
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter

Van 314 – Van S 520 Vehicle dimensions

277 – 290 cm

100 – 121 cm

545 – 636 cm

Van 314

545 × 222 × 277 cm

2,515 kg
985 – 1,335 kg
3,500 – 3,850 kg

HYMER Van and Van S

HYMER is credited within the motorhome industry with the inven-

Semi-integrated motorhomes that
make an ideal second car.

the increased demand for ultra-compact semi-integrated vehicles

tion of the panel van. The new HYMER Van and Van S answer
which can fulfil the dual function of motorhome and second car.
With an overall length of 5.45 to 6.36 metres, they are light and
agile, making them easy to manoeuvre in traffic. What’s more,
you can park them virtually anywhere. But compactness doesn’t
mean compromising on familiar comforts: on the contrary, the
HYMER Van and Van S come optimally equipped with bathroom,

565 × 222 × 290 cm

2,690 kg
810 – 1,510 kg
3,500 – 4,200 kg

+

+
565

Van 374

599 × 222 × 277 cm

2,600 kg
900 – 1,250 kg
3,500 – 3,850 kg
+

shower, kitchen, bed and garage.

Van S 520

636 × 222 × 290 cm

2,870 kg
630 – 1,330 kg
3,500 – 4,200 kg
+
636

All technical data can be found in the current motorhome price list.
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Van S 500

HYMER Van & Van S
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More information on

More information on

the HYMER Van

the HYMER Van S can

can be found online at:

be found online at:

www.hymer.com/van

www.hymer.com/van-s

Illustrations for example
purposes only

HYMER Van and Van S highlights
Compact competence in all areas.

Available in 4 or 6
different exterior designs
Light, slender and
manoeuvrable thanks to an
outside width of 2.22 m

Seitz-S7 framed windows

Large garage with
100 – 121 cm internal
loading height

GRP lightweight floor
with XPS insulation
All tanks and service
installations insulated
and heated

Further series highlights: left and right garage access, Truma-CP-plus control panel, cab seats upholstered
to match living area, LED lighting throughout interior, powerful LED awning light with rain shield
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Ideal undercarriage

Good ventilation

Protection from below

Cosy warmth

The specially developed AL-KO
lightweight frame with independent wheel suspension forms the
perfect basis for the body of Fiat-based motorhomes. Its optimally positioned wheelbase ensures
equal weight distribution, even
when the vehicle is fully loaded.

The living area is equipped as
standard with a Midi lift/tilt rooflight. which can be opened to different angles for effective ventilation at all times. A double roller
blind is integrated in the rooflight
frame to darken the interior and
keep out insects.

The indestructible GRP underbody
gives the vehicles perfect protection against weather damage.
Stone damage, grit and dirt are
likewise kept at bay – a solid and
lasting foundation for the entire
service life of your motorhome.

Installed as standard, the 4,000 W
Truma Combi 4 heater effortlessly
generates enough warmth to ensure a cosy temperature throughout the interior even when it’s well
below freezing outside.

Energy-saving LED

No thermal bridges

Easy loading

Sleeping comfort

The interior lighting throughout
the vehicle features LED technology as standard. This cuts energy
consumption by ¾ and gives you
hours of extra battery life. Since
LEDs don’t get hot, this also improves fire and accident safety.

The high-quality Seitz S7 framed
windows are fitted with acrylic
double glazing for optimal thermal insulation. The powder-coated aluminium frame is particularly lightweight and sturdy and is
also equipped with an insulating
layer to protect against thermal
bridging.

The HYMER Van and Van S are
also optionally available with an
extremely handy tailgate. This allows through-loading and hence
much easier storage of long and
bulky items such as skis (depending on layout).

All beds are equipped with highquality multi-zone cold foam mattresses that provide the right support for all areas of the body.
Breathable mattress toppers in
the rear section ensure good ventilation.

HYMER Van & Van S
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Living and
kitchen comfort
Functional interior concepts
for your dream trip.

Cosy living area
The Van interior is upholstered in the Pico fabric design as standard.

Well-equipped compact kitchen

Plenty of space for cookware

Ample storage space

The modern kitchen in the HYMER Van S 500 is highly compact and comes
as standard with a 2-burner hob and practical sink combo – seen here in
the Palatino Cream furniture finish.

Thanks to the large drawer and pull-out cabinet including cutlery compartment, you can organise all your utensils so your kitchen is always tidy.

Installed below the seating area – pictured here in the standard Trentino
Pear Wood finish and Santorin fabric design – is an extremely spacious
storage drawer.
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
A perfect interior ambience
with a touch of class.

Sleeping space for two
With a width of up to 145 cm, the rear bed comfortably accommodates two people. The handy ladder provides easier access.
For even better access, the bed is also available in a slightly lower version on request.
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Under-bed wardrobe

Compact daylight bathroom

Stylish, space-saving fittings

Integrated under the folding bed is a wardrobe which can also be accessed from the garage. In combination with the optional tailgate, this
provides a handy through-loading facility when required (depending on
layout).

The Van’s compact bathroom comes with a standard mirror cabinet with
plenty of storage space, and has a skylight to let in fresh air and daylight.

The compact bathroom is equipped with a superior-quality, sturdy folding
washbasin in solid surface material. A space-saving tambour door slides
open leaving the gangway clear.

HYMER Exsis-t
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Technical data

Model legend

Length × width × height

The HYMER Exsis-t models.

2,650 kg
850 / 1,200 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

Mass in running order
Payload / O (optional extra)
Max. technically permissible laden mass / O

+
Standard chassis

Exsis-t 414 – 688

Berths + O
Fiat AL-KO Ducato

Vehicle dimensions

277 cm
67 – 105 cm

595 – 715 cm

Exsis-t 414

595 × 222 × 277 cm

2,650 kg
850 / 1,200 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

HYMER Exsis-t
Carefree travel – wherever you’re heading.

+

650 × 222 × 277 cm

2,770 kg
730 / 1,080 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

The new Exsis-t is the next episode in the success story of our lightweight motorhomes. With a laden mass of less than 2,700 kilos,

Exsis-t 598

695 × 222 × 277 cm

2,860 kg
640 / 990 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

+

+

this model range is a perfect combination of lightweight construction and comfort. Specially developed materials, GRP lightweight floors, AL-KO lightweight frames and the brand-specific
PUAL body shell achieve a dramatic weight reduction without
compromising on the equipment features: interior LED lighting,
garage doors on both sides and multi-zone cold foam mattresses
come as standard along with the comprehensive safety package.

Exsis-t 564

670 × 222 × 277 cm

2,810 kg
690 / 1,040 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg
+

All technical data can be found in the current motorhome price list.
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695 × 222 × 277 cm

2,820 kg
680 / 1,030 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

+

Exsis-t 474

Exsis-t 588

Exsis-t 688
2,880 kg
620 / 970 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg
+

715 × 222 × 277 cm

HYMER Exsis-t
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More information on
the HYMER Exsis-t
can be found at:

Illustrations for example purposes only

www.hymer.com/exsis-t

HYMER Exsis-t highlights
A vision becomes reality.

Seitz S7
framed windows

Large garage doors
on both sides
Light, slender and
manoeuvrable thanks to an
outside width of 2.22 m

All tanks and service
installations insulated
and heated

AL-KO lightweight
frame with independent
wheel suspension
GRP lightweight floor
with XPS insulation

Further series highlights: frost-protected undercarriage, electric step to living area entrance, LED awning light, Truma-CP-plus control
panel, kitchen drawers with Servo soft-touch closing mechanism, swivelling height and angle-adjustable driver and passenger seats
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Exterior lighting

More headroom

Energy-saving LED

Large garage doors

The high-power LED awning light
with rain deflector is also part of
the standard package. It lights up
a wide area outside the entrance
door so you can enter the vehicle
safely in the dark.

The insect screen and blackout
blind are fully integrated into the
frame of the large clear glass skylight (40 × 40 cm) above the rear
beds. That way the skylight barely
encroaches on the interior, thus
giving you full headroom.

The interior lighting throughout
the vehicle features LED technology as standard. This cuts energy
consumption by ¾ and gives you
hours of extra battery life. Since
LEDs don’t get hot, this also improves fire and accident safety.

The garage comes as standard
with full-height doors on both
sides of the rear section. That way
it can be easily loaded from both
sides and luggage remains accessible from the outside at all times.
With a storage capacity of up to
450 kilos, that’s pretty impressive!

Sleeping comfort

Plenty of sockets

High-tech in the kitchen

Long floor bridge

All beds are equipped with highquality multi-zone cold foam mattresses that provide the right support for all areas of the body.
Breathable mattress toppers in
the rear section ensure good ventilation.

Four 230V and two 12V sockets
provide plenty of power for your
appliances. The seating area, bathroom and kitchen have points for
230V appliances, while 12V appliances can be plugged in at the TV
point and dashboard.

The Thetford hob and oven combination offers home-from-home
cooking convenience (optional extras on request). Thanks to a versatile range of functions, you can
bake, grill and boil to your heart’s
content.

The floor echoes the smooth
transition between the cab and
the body of the vehicle. The floor
space between the driver and
front passenger seats is equipped
with a sturdy, reinforced bridge allowing easy movement from the
living area to the cab.

HYMER Exsis-t
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Living and
kitchen comfort
Ample space, light and quality of life.

Top-class seating
The cab is perfectly integrated into the living area for a real
home-from-home feeling, as pictured here in the Exsis-t 588 with
the warm Trentino Pear Wood furniture finish and Pico fabric design. The B-pillars are additionally upholstered and the overhead
lockers extend over the driver and passenger doors.

Home from home

Generous kitchen area

Optimally equipped

The optional L-shaped seating area lends a cosy, even homely look to
the whole interior thanks to the Santana fabric design – seen here in
the Palatino Cream furniture finish.

A large side kitchen is a standard feature of the Exsis-t models 414, 474
and 588. The readily accessible overhead lockers and large, flexibly partitioned drawers are a boon when pottering in the kitchen.

The large kitchen unit in the Exsis-t 598 with low-level worktop,
wide-opening drawers, Servo soft-touch closing mechanisms and large
Smart-Tower refrigerator opposite.
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HYMER Exsis-t
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
The rest and wellness area
invite you to linger.

Sweet dreams
The single beds in the Exsis-t come with a connecting cushion
between the mattresses as standard. This model can also be supplied with low-level single beds on request (depending on layout).
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It takes two

Ample space

Exquisite bathroom

Measuring 200 × 148 cm, the generous transverse double bed at the rear
of the Exsis-t 564 offers plenty of scope for romantic moments.

The extremely roomy comfort bathroom not only boasts a separate shower with fixed walls but also allows plenty of standing space in front of
the washbasin.

The fold-away washbasin in the Exsis-t 414 and 474 and the swivel toilet
seat leave room for a spacious shower. The Exsis-t comes with a high-quality “Cool Glass” washbasin as standard.

HYMER T–CL
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Technical data

Model legend

Length × width × height

The HYMER T-Class CL models.

3,010 kg
490 / 840 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

Mass in running order
Payload / O (optional extra)
Max. technically permissible laden mass / O

+
Standard chassis

Berths + O
Fiat AL-KO Ducato

T-Class CL 668 – 698 Vehicle dimensions

290 cm
67 – 114 cm

749 cm

T-Class CL 668

HYMER T-Class CL
Simply spacious.

749 × 235 × 290 cm

3,010 kg
490 / 840 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

The HYMER T-Class CL sets new standards in its class. The
2.12 metre headroom alone exceeds the usual standard by far.

3,050 kg
450 / 800 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

+

+

As a result, the interior design concepts are exceptionally generous – despite a laden mass of less than 3.5 tons. No other
semi-integrated model comes as close to the high comfort standard found in integrated motorhomes. The overhead lockers and
living room floor extend right to the front. The HYMER T-Class CL
can be supplied with or without a fold-down bed. Virtually all
beds have a spacious garage beneath, yet there is still plenty of

T-Class CL 678

749 × 235 × 290 cm

3,050 kg
450 / 800 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg
+

headroom above the rear beds.
All technical data can be found in the current motorhome price list.
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T-Class CL 698

749 × 235 × 290 cm

HYMER T–CL
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More information on
the HYMER T-Class CL
can be found online at:

Illustrations for example purposes only

www.hymer.com/t-cl

HYMER T-Class CL highlights
Optimal standard features.

114 cm

Seitz S7 framed windows
Huge garage
with a loading height
of up to 114 cm

Available with or without
fold-down bed

AL-KO lightweight
frame with independent
wheel suspension

All tanks and service
installations insulated
and heated
GRP lightweight floor
with XPS insulation

Further series highlights: Truma-CP-plus control panel, frost-protected undercarriage, kitchen drawers
with Servo soft-touch closing mechanisms, flat screen bracket, multi-zone cold foam mattresses
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Large garage doors

Energy-saving LED

Flexible table top

Practical surface

The capacious and – thanks to
large doors – easily accessible garage accommodates a payload
of up to 450 kilos. What’s more,
there’s still plenty of space above
for the rear beds so you needn’t
worry about bumping your head.

The interior lighting throughout
the vehicle features LED technology as standard. This cuts energy
consumption by ¾ and gives you
hours of extra battery life. Since
LEDs don’t get hot, this also improves fire and accident safety.

At the centre of the seating area is
a sturdy table with a large top. A
pull-out extension allows convenient access from the front passenger seat and the opposite bench
seat too when required.

No space is wasted in the well-designed kitchen. The fitted sink cover converts the sink at a stroke
into a handy chopping board for
your freshly washed vegetables.

Plenty of sockets

Radio and TV

Long floor bridge

More independence

Four 230V and two 12V
sockets provide plenty of power
for your appliances. The seating
area, bathroom and kitchen have
points for 230V appliances, while
12V appliances can be plugged in
at the TV point and dashboard.

Loudspeakers in the sleeping and
living area, wiring and sockets and
a radio and DVB-T aerial are factory-fitted in every vehicle. All you
need to do is plug in and play!

The floor echoes the smooth
transition between the cab and
the body of the vehicle. The floor
space between the driver and
front passenger seats is equipped
with a sturdy, reinforced bridge allowing easy movement from the
living area to the cab.

The large water tanks mean you
can go further before you have to
fill up again, giving you more freedom and spontaneity. The fresh
water tank holds 155 litres and the
waste water tank 100 litres.

HYMER T–CL
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Living and
kitchen comfort
Elegant solutions for an inspiring
interior ambience.

Cosy living space
The interior of the T 678 CL is equipped as standard with a warm
Trentino Pear Wood furniture finish and Millau fabric design.

Cooking has never been so much fun!

Captain chair

Comfy seating

The T 668 CL has a well-planned and spacious kitchen unit with a low-level
worktop and pull-out drawers with Servo soft-touch closing mechanisms.
A large jumbo refrigerator is optionally available.

The cab seats with integrated headrests have a wider backrest and double armrest for maximum comfort. They can also be rotated by 180°.

The T 678 CL boasts an optionally available L-shaped seating area in the
new fabric combination Millau. Access to the seating is improved enormously by the 360-degree swivel table.
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HYMER T–CL
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
Appealing and functional –
wherever you’re bound.

Room for the grandchildren
The optionally available fold-down bed offers a generous sleeping surface and is integrated into the living area – so you can
take the grandchildren too!
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Guaranteed privacy

Clean and dry

Clear organisation

The elegant rear section of the T 668 CL is notable for its very comfy
low-level single beds. The large separate rear bathroom guarantees maximum privacy.

The generously designed rear bathroom of the T 668 CL boasts a huge
wardrobe and a separate shower area so that everything outside stays
clean and dry.

The bathroom in the T 698 CL is clearly structured with a separate shower, a separate bathroom and toilet area and a dressing room in between.

HYMER T–SL
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Technical data

Model legend

Length × width × height

The HYMER T-Class SL models.

3,020 kg
480 / 830 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

Mass in running order
Payload / O (optional extra)
Max. technically permissible laden mass / O

+
Standard chassis

Berths + O
Fiat AL-KO Ducato

T-Class SL 554 – 708 Vehicle dimensions

290 cm
68 – 114 cm

679 – 779 cm

T-Class SL 554

679 × 235 × 290 cm

3,020 kg
480 / 830 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

+

699 × 235 × 290 cm

comfort approaching that of a fully integrated motorhome – and

The top of the semi-integrated range.

all with a laden mass of well below 3.5 tons. Featuring innovative

The new semi-integrated HYMER T-Class SL boasts a standard of

layout concepts, it builds on the CL sister model but with the
addition of a double floor containing the plumbing/wiring and
cellar compartments plus a level living area floor. Highlights of
the HYMER T-Class SL are its abundant headroom and freedom
to move, not to mention its first-class inventory. What better
travelling companion could you wish for?

+

T-Class SL 588

779 × 235 × 290 cm

+

729 × 235 × 290 cm

3,015 kg
485 / 835 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg
+

All technical data can be found in the current motorhome price list.
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T-Class SL 704
3,170 kg
1,330 kg
4,500 kg

2,960 kg
540 / 890 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

HYMER T-Class SL

749 × 235 × 290 cm

3,080 kg
420 / 770 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

+

T-Class SL 568

T-Class SL 668

T-Class SL 708
3,170 kg
1,330 kg
4,500 kg
+

779 × 235 × 290 cm

HYMER T–SL
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More information on
the HYMER T-Class SL
can be found online at:

Illustrations for example purposes only

www.hymer.com/t-sl

HYMER T-Class SL highlights
All-round excellence from bodywork to inventory.

Luxury gourmet
kitchen in superior
solid-surface material
Huge garage
with a loading height
of up to 114 cm

Level living area floor

AL-KO lightweight
frame with independent
wheel suspension

Large fresh water
(150 l) and waste water
(130 l) tank capacity
Multi-purpose double
floor with cellar
compartments

Further series highlights: Truma-CP-plus control panel, GRP underbody, 142-litre Smart-Tower refrigerator, kitchen
drawers with Servo soft-touch closing mechanism, swivelling height- and angle-adjustable driver and passenger seats.
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Double floor

Natural light

Energy-saving LED

Radio and TV

Underfloor heating, a frost-protected service cavity and an additional heated storage compartment are all-inclusive thanks to
the proven, 12.5 cm thick multi-purpose double floor with hotair nozzles between the upper
floor surface (3 cm) and underfloor (3.5 cm).

The large crank skylight in the living area lets in plenty of direct
daylight to create a pleasant, natural ambience in the interior of
the vehicle. At night, the integrated LED spotlights provide a good
spread of light.

The interior lighting throughout
the vehicle features LED technology as standard. This cuts energy
consumption by ¾ and gives you
hours of extra battery life. Since
LEDs don’t get hot, this also improves fire and accident safety.

Loudspeakers in the sleeping and
living area, wiring and sockets and
a radio and DVB-T aerial are factory-fitted in every vehicle. All you
need to do is plug in and play!

Large garage doors

More independence

Level living area

Plenty of sockets

The capacious and – thanks to
large doors – easily accessible garage accommodates a payload
of up to 450 kilos. What’s more,
there’s still plenty of space above
for the rear beds so you needn’t
worry about bumping your head.

The large water tanks mean you
can go further before you have to
fill up again, giving you more freedom and spontaneity. The fresh
water tank in the double floor
holds 150 litres, the waste water
tank 130 litres.

All layouts have a level floor
throughout the living area, unimpeded by raised sections. That way
none of the headroom is lost and
there are no obstacles to trip over,
especially in the dark.

Five 230V and two 12V sockets
provide plenty of power for your
appliances. The seating area, bathroom and kitchen have points for
230V appliances, while 12V appliances can be plugged in at the TV
point and dashboard.

HYMER T–SL
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Living and
kitchen comfort
Quality modern interiors for
the discerning customer.

Bright and cosy
The optional L-shaped seating area with swivel table in the
T 708 SL radiates an atmosphere of cosiness thanks to the standard Trentino Pear Wood furniture finish and bright Cremissimo
fabric design.

More space for kitchen appliances

Optimally equipped

No trip hazards

The pull-down storage compartment over the kitchen sink in the T 588
SL is not only highly practical but also ideal for housing additional kitchen appliances.

The kitchen in the T 588 SL – pictured here in the Palatino Apple furniture design – boasts a Smart-Tower refrigerator (142-litre) as standard
and offers plenty of storage space for cooking utensils and groceries.

The living area is level throughout, from the cab to the rear. At the same
time, the 198 cm headroom in the interior is immense, allowing ample
freedom of movement.
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HYMER T–SL
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
Ideally equipped for holiday
comfort and convenience.

Cosy and welcoming
The comfy single beds in the rear of the T 588 SL always look
fresh and inviting with their Palatino Apple furniture finish (optional extra).
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Comfortable queen-size bed

Plenty of space for personal care

Clear organisation

The exquisite queen-size bed – in the stylish Trentino Pear Wood finish
– is shown here adjusted to the reading position with angled head end
and rear wall neck supports.

The roomy comfort bathroom has a separate shower cubicle with fixed
walls and an additional large standing area in front of the washbasin.

The bathroom in the T 708 SL is clearly structured with a separate shower, a separate bathroom and toilet area and a dressing room in between.

HYMER ML-T
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Technical data

Model legend

Length × width × height

The HYMER ML-T models.

2,835 kg
665 – 1,365 kg
3,500 – 4,200 kg

Mass in running order
Payload – O (optional extra)
Max. technically permissible laden mass – O

+
Standard chassis

ML-T 540 – 630

Berths + O
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter

Vehicle dimensions

290 cm
95 – 121 cm

636 – 779 cm

ML-T 540

636 × 222 × 290 cm

2,835 kg
665 – 1,365 kg
3,500 – 4,200 kg

HYMER ML-T
Premium semi-integrated
vehicle on Mercedes base.

+

698 × 222 × 290 cm

2,940 kg
560 – 1,260 kg
3,500 – 4,200 kg

The new HYMER ML-T unites state-of-the-art drive technology
and innovative lightweight construction with optimal comfort in

level of comfort and convenience. Despite weighing less than 3.5

+

tons, this semi-integrated vehicle gives you complete comfort
coupled with an extensive safety package. What’s more, it boasts
a range of standard features and additional comfort which are
unrivalled in this class.

ML-T 580

+

698 × 222 × 290 cm

2,970 kg
530 – 1,230 kg
3,500 – 4,200 kg
+

All technical data can be found in the current motorhome price list.
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ML-T 630
3,150 kg
1,050 kg
4,200 kg

an agile semi-integrated vehicle. The level living area floor, large
seating area and standard extending table contribute to the high

779 × 222 × 290 cm

3,150 kg
1,050 kg
4,200 kg

+

ML-T 560

ML-T 620

779 × 222 × 290 cm

HYMER ML-T
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More information on
the HYMER ML-T
can be found at:

Illustrations for example purposes only

www.hymer.com/ml-t

HYMER ML-T highlights
A perfect combination.

Seitz S7 framed windows

Huge garage
with a loading height
of up to 121 cm

Light, slender and
manoeuvrable thanks to an
outside width of 2.22 m

All tanks and service
installations insulated
and heated

GRP lightweight floor
with XPS insulation
Level living area floor

4-wheel drive on
demand (optional)

Further series highlights: Truma-CP-plus control panel, comfort safety suspension, frost-protected undercarriage, kitchen drawers with
Servo soft-touch closing mechanisms, multi-zone cold foam mattresses, left-and right-opening garage doors, flat screen bracket
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Rear-wheel drive

Energy-saving LED

Exterior lighting

Driver assist package

The rear-wheel drive of the
HYMER ML-T has an impressive
two-ton towing capacity. That
means you can rely on smooth,
superior handling in all traffic situations – and an extremely comfortable drive into the bargain.

The interior lighting throughout
the vehicle features LED technology as standard. This cuts energy
consumption by ¾ and gives you
hours of extra battery life. Since
LEDs don’t get hot, this also improves fire and accident safety.

The high-power LED awning light
with rain deflector is also part of
the standard package. It lights up
a wide area outside the entrance
door so you can enter the vehicle
safely in the dark.

Now you can travel even more
safely with the optional driver assist package: the Collision Prevention Assist emits a signal if you get
too close to the vehicle in front,
the lane departure warning system
warns you if you drift off course,
and the automatic High Beam Assist ensures optimal night vision.

Level living area

Smart refrigerator

Sleeping comfort

Radio and TV

All layouts of the HYMER ML-T
have a level floor throughout the
living area, unimpeded by raised
sections. That way none of the
headroom is lost and there are no
obstacles to trip over, especially
in the dark.

Despite its narrow design, the
Smart-Tower refrigerator with its
clearly organised interior has an
impressive capacity of 142 litres,
plus a 15-litre freezer compartment, and is fitted as standard.

All beds are equipped with highquality multi-zone cold foam mattresses that provide the right support for all areas of the body.
Breathable mattress toppers in
the rear section ensure good ventilation.

Loudspeakers in the sleeping and
living area, wiring and sockets and
a radio and DVB-T aerial are factory-fitted in every vehicle. All you
need to do is plug in and play!

HYMER ML-T
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Living and
kitchen comfort
Individual ideas for stylish
living and cooking.

Snug living area
Civilised living in the HYMER ML-T 580 with its stylishly designed
seating area in Trentino Pear Wood furniture finish and the new
Cremissimo faux leather combination.

Generous side kitchen

Modern corner kitchen

Ample seating

The flexibly partitioned kitchen drawers in various sizes and readily accessible overhead lockers are highlights of the large, well-planned side
kitchen.

A Smart-Tower refrigerator (142-litre), the floor-to-ceiling larder unit and
an optional oven are all accommodated in the generous corner kitchen, pictured here in the ML-T 620 in the optional furniture finish Palatino Apple Cream.

Up to four people can be accommodated in the smart, optional L-shaped
seating area of the ML-T 540 with its large, 360-degree rotatable table
and swivel extension.
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HYMER ML-T
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
Oases of relaxation for all your needs.

High or low
The single beds in the ML-T 580 and 620 are exceptionally comfortable, and are available in a high or low version as required.
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Space for holiday wear

Spacious and modern

Separate areas

The ML-T 580 and 620 offer plenty of space for your holiday clothes
thanks to the wardrobes under both single beds plus the additional fulllength wardrobe.

The comfort bathroom in the ML-T 560 and 580 boasts a separate, spacious shower cubicle with full-size tray, a modern bench toilet and an
additional standing area in front of the washbasin.

The bathroom in the ML-T 620 can be closed off completely from the
living area. The bathroom/toilet and shower areas can also be separated
off from each other.

Hymermobil Exsis-i
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Technical data

Model legend

Length × width × height

The Hymermobil Exsis-i models.

2,720 kg
780 / 1,130 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

Mass in running order
Payload / O (optional extra)
Max. technically permissible laden mass / O

+

Exsis-i 414

599 × 222 × 277 cm

655 × 222 × 277 cm

Fiat AL-KO Ducato

Exsis-i 588

699 × 222 × 277 cm

Exsis-i 598

699 × 222 × 277 cm

2,890 kg
610 / 960 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

2,810 kg
690 / 1,040 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

Exsis-i 504

Standard chassis

2,900 kg
600 / 950 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

2,720 kg
780 / 1,130 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

Exsis-i 474

Berths + O

620 × 222 × 277 cm

Exsis-i 678

720 × 222 × 277 cm

2,920 kg
580 / 930 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

2,760 kg
740 / 1,090 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

+

Exsis-i 564

Hymermobil Exsis-i

Maximum flexibility and supreme comfort are the ideals to which

The new lightness.

in elegant style. This slimline vehicle remains below the 3.5 ton

every motorhomer aspires. The Hymermobil Exsis-i combines both
limit even with a full complement of passengers and a hefty
payload. The Exsis-i is regarded as a pioneer among integrated
motorhomes in terms of lightweight construction. The model’s
generous layout and 1.98 metre interior headroom are belied by
its compact exterior. Such compactness, together with an opti-

675 × 222 × 277 cm

2,870 kg
630 / 980 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

2,930 kg
570 / 920 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

+

+

Exsis-i 578

675 × 222 × 277 cm

2,800 kg
700 / 1,050 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

mally positioned wheelbase, makes for excellent manoeuvrability.

All technical data can be found in the current motorhome price list.
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Exsis-i 688

720 × 222 × 277 cm

Hymermobil Exsis-i
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More information on
the Hymermobil Exsis-i
can be found at:

Illustrations for example purposes only

www.hymer.com/exsis-i

Hymermobil Exsis-i highlights
Flexibility and comfort made easy.

A
B

Seitz S7 framed windows

E

C
D

Large garage doors
on right and left in
direction of travel

Light, slender and
manoeuvrable thanks to an
outside width of 2.22 m

All tanks and service
installations insulated
and heated

AL-KO lightweight
frame with independent
wheel suspension

GRP lightweight floor
with XPS insulation

Further series highlights: powerful LED awning light with rain shield, Truma-CP-plus control panel, kitchen
drawers with Servo soft-touch closing mechanism, four 230V and two 12V sockets, fold-down bed over cab
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Ideal undercarriage

Frost-protected undercarriage

Energy-saving LED

The specially developed AL-KO
lightweight frame with independent wheel suspension forms the
perfect basis for the motorhome
body. Its optimally positioned
wheelbase ensures equal weight
distribution, even when the vehicle is fully loaded.

The floor conceals the fresh water (A) and waste water tank (B) in insulated trays (C) which have hot air flowing through them (D). All the
plumbing and wiring (E) is accommodated in the heated living space, safe
from frost. The numerous, optimally distributed hot air outlets guarantee
perfect climate control throughout the whole vehicle.

The interior lighting throughout
the vehicle features LED technology as standard. This cuts energy
consumption by ¾ and gives you
hours of extra battery life. Since
LEDs don’t get hot, this also improves fire and accident safety.

Thermal protection

Natural light

Sleeping comfort

Radio and TV

Like the living area, the front of
the vehicle is optimally insulated.
The double-skin GRP nose section
with intermediate PU foam insulation keeps the cold out in the
cab area too.

The large crank skylight in the living area lets in plenty of direct
daylight to create a pleasant, natural ambience in the interior of
the vehicle. When it gets dark, uniform lighting is provided by the integrated LED spotlights.

All beds are equipped with highquality multi-zone cold foam mattresses that provide the right support for all areas of the body.
Breathable mattress toppers in
the rear section ensure good ventilation.

Loudspeakers in the sleeping and
living area, wiring and sockets and
a radio and DVB-T aerial are factory-fitted in every vehicle. All you
need to do is plug in and play!

Hymermobil Exsis-i
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Living and
kitchen comfort
Striking design combined with
a cosy, relaxed ambience.

Perfect seating combo
The Exsis-i 578 has an exquisite interior you can feel at home in
thanks to its L-shaped bench seat – pictured here in the stylish
Santana fabric design – and the large, moveable table.

Ideal space allocation

Large worktop

Warm ambience

The Exsis-i 588 boasts a generous side kitchen with flexible drawer partitions and extendible worktop. The furniture has a warm Trentino Pear
Wood finish.

The kitchen unit in the Exsis-i 598 has a low-level worktop and wide-opening drawers with Servo soft-touch closing mechanisms.

The interior design of the Exsis-i 578 is similarly appealing, with an
L-shaped bench seat in the Santana fabric design and warm Palatino Apple furniture finish.
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Hymermobil Exsis-i
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
Discover your personal comfort zone.

Choice of bed options
A range of bed types are possible in the Exsis-i according to customer preferences, from rear transverse single to rear transverse
double or separate rear longitudinal beds.
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A bed for day and night-time use

Ideally equipped

Well organised

The queen-sized bed in the Exsis-i 598 is pushed up close to the wall
and good for reading as well as sleeping thanks to the upright head end.

The compact bathroom in the Exsis-i 414 and 474 has a pull-out “Cool
Glass” washbasin and a bathroom cabinet neatly concealed behind the
mirror.

The Exsis-i 504 has a Vario-Premium bathroom in the form of an open
bathroom/toilet combo. The practical shelf over the bench toilet provides
additional space for bathroom accessories.

Hymermobil B-Klasse DL
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Technical data

Model legend

Length × width × height

The Hymermobil B-Class DL models.

2,800 kg
700 / 1,050 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

Mass in running order
Payload / O (optional extra)
Max. technically permissible laden mass / O

+

B 444 DL

599 × 222 × 296 cm

2,870 kg
630 / 980 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

B 504 DL

Berths + O

Standard chassis

Fiat AL-KO Ducato

B 588 DL

699 × 222 × 296 cm

2,990 kg
510 / 860 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

599 × 222 × 296 cm

2,800 kg
700 / 1,050 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

B 594 DL

699 × 222 × 296 cm

* kg
* kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg
+

B 574 DL
* kg
* kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

Hymermobil
B-Class DL

at well below the 3.5-ton limit. At the same time, the new model

The benchmark for mobile travel.

generation is a match for any of its predecessors when it comes

B 678 DL

749 × 222 × 296 cm

3,090 kg
410 / 760 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

The Hymermobil B-Class DynamicLine is an impressive follow-up

+

to the success story of this model range. Thanks to its innovative
lightweight construction, this integrated motorhome weighs in

to premium equipment features and comfort. The narrower body
and elegant exterior design lend the vehicle a sporty, automotive
character. Inside, the new generation of lightweight and stylishly
designed furniture adds to the perfect overall impression.
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699 × 222 × 296 cm

B 584 DL

699 × 222 × 296 cm

* kg
* kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg
+

All technical data can be found in the current motorhome price list.
* Data not yet confirmed on going to press.

DuoMobil B-DL 534 699 × 222 × 296 cm
2,980 kg
520 / 870 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg
+

Hymermobil B-Klasse DL
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More information on
the Hymermobil B-Class DL
can be found online at:

Illustrations for example purposes only

www.hymer.com/b-dl

Hymermobil B-Class DL highlights
A pioneer by tradition.

All tanks and service
installations insulated
and heated

Light, slender and
manoeuvrable thanks to an
outside width of 2.22 m

Integrated fold-down
bed with fixed locking,
and single-bed option

New HYMER headlamp:
LED daytime running
light, full LED option

Large garage with 122 cm
internal loading height

Heated double floor
and level living area

Further series highlights: left and right garage doors with 350 kg loading capacity (or optionally 450 kg),
Truma-CP-plus control panel, cab seats upholstered to match living area, LED lighting throughout interior, powerful LED awning
light with rain shield, night lights, 150-litre fresh water and 130-litre waste water tank (both insulated and heated)
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Ideal undercarriage

Easy access to gas

All electric

Energy-saving LED

The specially developed AL-KO
lightweight frame with independent wheel suspension forms the
perfect basis for the motorhome
body. Its optimally positioned
wheelbase ensures equal weight
distribution, even when the vehicle is fully loaded.

The gas bottles are housed securely and accessibly in the rear
garage. Changing them couldn’t
be easier thanks to an optionally
available sliding shelf and separate
gas locker door.

The waste water can be easily
drained at the touch of a button
without even leaving the vehicle.
The switch is clearly located on
the dashboard in the cab.

The interior lighting throughout
the vehicle features LED technology as standard. This cuts energy
consumption by ¾ and gives you
hours of extra battery life. Since
LEDs don’t get hot, this also improves fire and accident safety.

Pilot seats

GRP roof coating

Handy disposal

Restful sleep

The Aguti Ergoflex height and angle-adjustable swivel cab seats are
fully upholstered in the same fabric design as the living area. They
provide a high level of seating
comfort, both when driving and
relaxing.

The robust GRP roof coating provides additional protection against
rough weather and destructive
hailstones. That way mechanical
damage to the roof surface can
be largely prevented.

With the aid of a service camera
mounted under the floor, the driver can manoeuvre the waste water outlet of the vehicle precisely
over the waste water shaft without
them or their passenger having to
leave the vehicle.

The HYMER comfort sleeping system with high-quality disk-spring
bed frames maximises the benefits of the multi-zone cold foam
mattresses. Each area of the body
is supported with the ideal counter-pressure for snug and restful
sleep.

Hymermobil B-Klasse DL
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Living and
kitchen comfort
Tasteful and multifaceted interior concepts.

Swivel pilot seats
The B 504 DL has an authentic living room atmosphere, thanks
to the attractive L-shaped bench seat and swivel pilot seats, pictured here in the Cremissimo fabric design. The extremely spacious overhead lockers with integrated TV cabinet add to the
exclusive ambience.

Cooking has never been so much fun!

Integrated worktop

Organise your luggage

The modern kitchen in the B 678 DL boasts an elegant curved kitchen
unit with a generous worktop and extra-deep drawers.

The side kitchen has large, flexibly partitioned drawers and can be extended thanks to an integrated flush worktop – seen here in the Palatino
Apple furniture finish.

The optional overhead lockers in the large living area of the B 678 DL
mean you can bring plenty of luggage for longer holidays – and keep it
tidy too!
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
Ideally equipped for holiday
comfort and convenience.

Room at the top
Numerous overhead lockers and strategically positioned single
beds ensure optimal use of the overhead space in the B 588 DL.
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Easy access

Lavishly appointed

Dual function

The 1.45 metre-wide fold-down bed can be lowered right down, allowing
easier access and providing maximum headroom. The bed can be readily
extended with optional pull-out sections to form twin beds.

The new comfort bathroom provides a generous shower area and standing room unobstructed by the wheel arch. The new facility is completed
by a high-quality washbasin in “Cool Glass” and an easy-clean bench toilet.

The bathroom of the Hymermobil B-Class DL 678 features a separate
shower and wash area. Thanks to a fixed door, the area in between can
also be used as a dressing room.

HYMER DuoMobil B-DL 534
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More information on
the HYMER DuoMobil
can be found online at:
www.hymer.com/duomobil

HYMER DuoMobil B-DL 534
Made for two.
Developed in collaboration with the Schleinkofers, the HYMER

Standard features include a multifunctional fold-down bed com-

DuoMobil offers a range of equipment features and functions

prising two single beds along with practical interior furnishings, a

which make it the ideal vehicle for a holiday for two. The Duo-

separable dressing room and bathroom and a generous U-shaped

Mobil is available in two model variants, with the new HYMER

seating group with panoramic windows.

DuoMobil B-DL 534 being based on the Hymermobil B-Class DL.

Privacy thanks to
separable dressing
and bathroom

Comfortable U-shaped
seating group with
panoramic window

Multifunctional
fold-down bed with two
comfortable twin beds

Laptop and charger
compartment in rear shelf

All tanks and service
installations insulated
and heated
60 cm-wide
Maxi entrance door
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Large U-shaped seating group
There’s plenty of space to relax in the cosy U-shaped rear seating group,
optionally available with rounded corner cushions in the Pebble leather decor (neck cushions also supplied on request). The large panoramic
windows provide a great all-round view.

Restful sleep

Practical garage

Multiple rooms

In the front is a fold-down bed which can also be converted in a jiffy into
two 195 and 190-metre-long singles thanks to extending footrests. A clear
glass roof vent ensures a constant supply of fresh air and natural light.

The HYMER DuoMobil B-DL 534
has a practical, extremely spacious
and easily accessible garage boasting an internal loading height of
117 cm.

The separate shower provides
plenty of freedom of movement
and comes as standard. A fixed
door with a mirror separates the
wet room and sleeping area from
the living area.

Hymermobil B-Klasse PL
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Technical data

Model legend

Length × width × height

The Hymermobil B-Class PL models.

3,140 kg
360 / 710 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

Mass in running order
Payload / O (optional extra)
Max. technically permissible laden mass / O

+

B 588 PL

727 × 235 × 290 cm

3,140 kg
360 / 710 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

Standard chassis

Fiat AL-KO Ducato

B 704 PL

779 × 235 × 290 cm

3,380 kg
1,120 kg
4,500 kg

+

B 598 PL

Berths + O

+

699 × 235 × 290 cm

3,120 kg
380 / 730 kg
3,500 / 3,850 kg

B 708 PL

779 × 235 × 290 cm

3,380 kg
1,120 kg
4,500 kg
+

B 668 PL

759 × 235 × 290 cm

name PremiumLine. With innovative layout concepts, an elegant

A technical masterpiece.

interior, smart exterior and numerous standard highlights, this

Since 1981 we have been winning the hearts of motorhome fans
with our Hymermobil B-Class models. Here we can speak with-

858 × 235 × 290 cm

3,815 kg
1,185 / 1,685 kg
5,000 / 5,500 kg

3,310 kg
1,190 kg
4,500 kg

Hymermobil B-Class
PremiumLine

B 778 PL

+

+
858

out exaggeration of a premium product which truly deserves the

model is indeed exclusive. Synonymous with top quality, optimal
driving comfort and value retention, it more than does justice to
the tradition of the HYMER brand.

B 678 PL

739 × 235 × 290 cm

3,230 kg
1,270 kg
4,500 kg

B 798 PL

879 × 235 × 290 cm

* kg
* kg
5,000 / 5,500 kg
+
879
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All technical data can be found in the current motorhome price list.
* Data not yet confirmed on going to press.

= New

Hymermobil B-Klasse PL
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More information on
the Hymermobil B-Class PL
can be found online at:

Illustrations for example purposes only

www.hymer.com/b-pl

Hymermobil B-Class PL highlights
Smarter than ever before – inside and out.

70 cm wide
entrance door

Huge garage
with a loading height
of up to 114 cm

All-round protection
thanks to GRP
roof coating

AL-KO lightweight
frame with independent
wheel suspension

GRP lightweight floor
with XPS insulation

Large fresh water
(150 l) and waste water
(130 l) tank capacity

Further series highlights: HYMER sleeping comfort system, multi-zone cold foam mattresses,
electric waste water tank drainage, ambient lighting, Seitz S7 framed windows, left and right garage doors
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Double floor

For bulky luggage

Energy-saving LED

Central control

Underfloor heating, a frost-protected service cavity and an additional heated storage compartment are all-inclusive thanks to
the proven, 12.5 cm thick multi-purpose double floor with hotair nozzles between the upper
floor surface (3 cm) and underfloor (3.5 cm).

The huge rear garage easily accommodates several bikes side by
side. It also provides optimal storage for scooters or heavy, bulky
items of luggage – up to an impressive 450-kilo laden weight.

The interior lighting throughout
the vehicle features LED technology as standard. This cuts energy
consumption by ¾ and gives you
hours of extra battery life. Since
LEDs don’t get hot, this also improves fire and accident safety.

The digital Truma-CP-plus control panel allows central control
of the Truma-Combi heating system and air conditioning systems
– complete with booster function
for hot water and space heating
when you need it.

Multifunctional comfort

High capacity

Gourmet kitchen

Restful sleep

The height and angle-adjustable
swivel lounge seats in the cab are
upholstered in the same fabric as
the living area. The high seating
comfort of the Aguti Ergoflex pilot
seats is ideal for settling down to
watch TV and for relaxed driving.

The fresh water capacity has been
increased to an impressive 150 litres, and the grey water tank holds
130 litres − that means more convenience and more self-sufficiency. The electric grey water tank
emptying system is also very practical.

The kitchen of the B-Class Premium Line is luxuriously equipped,
with a sink and draining board
in superior solid-surface material, pull-out shelf for kitchen appliances and window covering.
It offers plenty of storage space
thanks to a new corner kitchen
design with six drawers and additional kitchen shelving.

The HYMER comfort sleeping system with high-quality disk-spring
bed frames maximises the benefits of the multi-zone cold foam
mattresses. Each area of the body
is supported with the ideal counter-pressure for snug and restful
sleep (except in the B 598 PL, B
708 PL and B 798 PL).

Hymermobil B-Klasse PL
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Living and
kitchen comfort
Exclusive inventory for a unique
holiday experience.

Exclusive living space
The attractive lounge seating area with L-shaped bench seat and
swivel pilot seats give the B 778 PremiumLine an authentic living room feel.

Ample space for cooking

Home from home

Well designed food storage

The corner design allows plenty of space for pottering in the kitchen, and
cooking is a whole lot easier thanks to the superior solid surface worktop
and six practical drawers.

The very generous living area in the B 778 PremiumLine with optional
front overhead lockers and extendable table radiates an exclusive charm
thanks to the Palatino Apple furniture finish.

The B-Class PremiumLine has a two-part floor-to-ceiling larder unit (depending on layout) – shown here in the B 778 PremiumLine.
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Hymermobil B-Klasse PL
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
The comforts of a world-class hotel.

Ample headroom
The two single beds in the B 678 PremiumLine are arranged so
as to allow plenty of headroom. You can even sit upright comfortably without bumping your head, and access is nice and easy.
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Snug as a bug

Cool glass

Dual function

The queen-size bed in the rear of the B 598 PremiumLine is wonderfully
spacious. And it’s even snugger with the optional luxury bedding package
with bedspread and cushions.

The comfort bathroom in the B 588 PremiumLine is aptly named, thanks
to a separable shower and practical swivel toilet, plus a washbasin in
high-quality “Cool Glass”.

In the new bathroom of the B 778 PremiumLine the toilet and wash area
are opposite each other. Thanks to a fixed door and a sliding door,
the space in between can also be used as a dressing room.

Hymermobil B-SL
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Technical data

Model legend

Length × width × height

The Hymermobil B-Class SL models.

4,170 kg
830 / 1,330 kg
5,000 / 5,500 kg

Mass in running order
Payload / O (optional extra)

+
Standard chassis

B-SL 878 – 898

Max. technically permissible laden mass / O
Berths + O
Fiat AL-KO Ducato Maxi

Vehicle dimensions

315 cm
113 – 130 cm

886 cm

B-SL 878

Hymermobil
B-Class SL
Uncompromising comfort.

Welcome to the elite of modern motorhoming – with the exclusive
Hymermobil B-Class SL. With a length of up to 8.86 metres and

886 × 235 × 315 cm

4,170 kg
830 / 1,330 kg
5,000 / 5,500 kg

3,620 kg
880 kg
4,500 kg

+

+

technical equipment to match, it offers the independence, comfort and look of a Liner – at the price of a conventional integrated
model. Notable among the many special features of this model
range are its spacious interior, excellent ease of movement and

B-SL 898

complete with large rear garage. With the Hymermobil B-Class

4,155 kg
845 / 1,345 kg
5,000 / 5,500 kg

SL, you can enjoy comfort and self-sufficiency in equal measure!

+

standard top-class 150 hp engine on a Fiat-Ducato-Maxi chassis

886 × 235 × 315 cm

All technical data can be found in the current motorhome price list.
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DuoMobil B-SL 634

779 × 235 × 315 cm

Hymermobil B-SL
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More information on
the Hymermobil B-Class SL
can be found online at:

Illustrations for example purposes only

www.hymer.com/b-sl

Hymermobil B-Class SL highlights
Superlative comfort.

70 cm wide
entrance door

Fiat-Ducato-Maxi
150 hp engine

Seitz S7 framed windows

Huge garage
with a loading height
of up to 130 cm

Multi-purpose double
floor: more storage
space, better insulation
160-Ah gel living
area battery

Further series highlights: Alde hot-water heating system, GRP roof coating, GRP underbody,
lounge seats in cab, crank skylight, LED interior lighting, night lighting iin plinth area
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Ideal undercarriage

For bulky luggage

Central locking system

Chassis highlight

The specially developed AL-KO
lightweight frame with independent wheel suspension forms the
perfect basis for the motorhome
body. Its optimally positioned
wheelbase ensures equal weight
distribution, even when the vehicle is fully loaded.

The huge rear garage easily accommodates several bikes side by
side. It also provides optimal storage for scooters or heavy, bulky
items of luggage – up to an impressive 450-kilo laden weight.

The driver’s door, entry door and
both garage doors can be conveniently opened and closed via the
remote control key fob. The central locking system also ensures
that none of the doors are left accidentally unlocked.

The automatic front air conditioning system in the centre console of
the dashboard maintains a pleasant interior climate while driving.
And the onboard cruise control
ensures a comfortable and safe
drive at a steady, controlled speed.

TV on the move

Water heating

Ceramic mod cons

Restful sleep

The modern, optional LED television set with 22-inch screen is
optimally configured for motorhome requirements. Flat and lightweight, bright and energy-saving,
anti-glare and anti-reflective, it
provides great entertainment in
the living area.

The ALDE hot water heating system supplies a very pleasant
warmth and is equipped with convectors at various points including
the dashboard. The system is also
equipped as standard with an energy-saving heat exchanger.

All bathrooms are equipped with
high-quality ceramic toilets – just
like at home. Rollable for convenient transportation, the cassette
tank is also readily accessible for
easy removal and emptying – also
available with optional pump-out
system.

The HYMER comfort sleeping system with high-quality disk-spring
bed frames maximises the benefits of the multi-zone cold foam
mattresses. Each area of the body
is supported with the ideal counter-pressure for snug and restful
sleep.

Hymermobil B-SL
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Living and
kitchen comfort
A perfect marriage of
functionality and design.

Comfortable seating
The seating in the B 878 SL is upholstered in Pebble leather. The
Hymermobil can be optionally supplied with front cupboards instead of the fold-down bed.

Intelligent storage

Handy pull-out shelf

Long bench seats

The B 878 SL is equipped with a floor-to-ceiling kitchen cabinet with
larder unit which makes an excellent storage facility for provisions and
kitchen utensils.

Above the sink is an extremely handy electrically controlled and illuminated pull-out shelf for kitchen appliances, equipped with its own 230V
socket.

The comfort seating area in the B 878 SL comprises a 195 cm-long
L-shaped bench seat with an extra-wide bench seat opposite – also optionally available in Pebble leather.
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Hymermobil B-SL
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
Tailor-made for every aspiration.

Adjustable head end
The two generously dimensioned single beds in the rear of
the B 878 SL are each equipped with an electrically controlled
height-adjustable head end.
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Variable reading position

Tasteful down to the last detail

Separable areas

The 150 cm-wide queen-size bed – in the stylish Trentino Pear Wood
finish – is shown here in the reading position with angled head end and
rear wall neck supports.

A wealth of attractive and practical details lend the bathroom of the B 878
SL a pleasant, welcoming atmosphere. Among these are the high-quality
washbasin in luxurious “Cool Glass”.

The bathroom boasts a large standing area plus a ceramic toilet and real
glass door. A practical sliding door separates the bathroom from the living area.

HYMER DuoMobil B-SL 634
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More information on
the HYMER DuoMobil
can be found online at:
www.hymer.com/duomobil

HYMER DuoMobil B-SL 634
Made for two.
Developed in collaboration with the Schleinkofers, the HYMER

include a multifunctional fold-down bed comprising two comfy

DuoMobil offers a range of equipment features and functions

singles, practical interior fittings, a separable dressing room and

which make it the ideal vehicle for a holiday for two. It is avail-

bathroom and a generous U-shaped seating group with pano-

able in two model variants, with the HYMER DuoMobil B-SL 634

ramic windows.

being based on the Hymermobil B-Class SL. Standard features

Privacy thanks to
separable dressing
and bathroom

Comfortable U-shaped
seating group with
panoramic window

Multifunctional folddown bed with two
comfortable twin beds

Multi-purpose double
floor with cellar
compartments

Standard version
ready configured for
3rd and 4th seat
All tanks and service
installations insulated
and heated
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Large U-shaped seating group
There’s plenty of room to relax in the cosy U-shaped rear seating group,
optionally available with rounded corner cushions in Pebble leather (neck
cushions also supplied on request). The large panoramic windows provide a great all-round view.

Restful sleep

Plenty of cooking space

Multiple rooms

In the front is a fold-down bed which can also be converted in a jiffy into
two 206 and 199-metre-long singles thanks to extending footrests. A clear
glass roof vent ensures a constant supply of fresh air and natural light.

The practical arrangement of the
hob and sink unit leaves room for
a large work surface in between.

The separate shower provides
plenty of freedom of movement
and comes as standard. A fixed
door with a full-length mirror separates the wet room and sleeping
area from the living area.

Hymermobil ML-I
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Technical data

Model legend

Length × width × height

The Hymermobil ML-I models.

2,935 kg
565 – 1,265 kg
3,500 – 4,200 kg

Mass in running order
Payload – O (optional extra)
Max. technically permissible laden mass – O

+
Standard chassis

ML-I 540 – 630

Berths + O
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter

Vehicle dimensions

290 cm
95 – 121 cm

639 – 780 cm

ML-I 540

639 × 222 × 290 cm

ML-I 620

2,935 kg
565 – 1,265 kg
3,500 – 4,200 kg

Hymermobil ML-I

The Hymermobil ML-I is a classically stylish and agile integrated

Milestones of innovation.

based on the lightweight design concept of the semi-integrated

3,270 kg
930 kg
4,200 kg
+

motorhome in the 3.5-ton class with a Mercedes-Benz chassis,
HYMER ML-T. Among its strong points are the extensive standard
safety package with state-of-the-art electronic stability control,
comfort safety chassis and optionally available automatic transmission 7G-TRONIC PLUS. The living area is level throughout, from
the cab to the rear. The handy 142-litre capacity Smart-Tower

ML-I 580

699 × 222 × 290 cm

ML-I 630
3,270 kg
930 kg
4,200 kg

3,015 kg
485 – 1,185 kg
3,500 – 4,200 kg

refrigerator is available as standard.

+
699

All technical data can be found in the current motorhome price list.
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780 × 222 × 290 cm

780 × 222 × 290 cm

Hymermobil ML-I
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More information on
the Hymermobil ML-I
can be found at:

Illustrations for example purposes only

www.hymer.com/ml-i

Hymermobil ML-I highlights
Premium integrated model under 3.5 tons.

Seitz S7 framed windows

Huge garage
with a loading height
of up to 121 cm

Light, slender and
manoeuvrable thanks to an
outside width of 2.22 m

All tanks and
service installations
insulated and heated

GRP lightweight floor
with XPS insulation
Level living area floor

4-wheel drive on
demand (optional)

Further series highlights: fold-down bed above cab, LED awning light, LED interior lighting,
Truma-CP-plus control panel, multi-zone cold foam mattresses, left and right garage doors,
comfort safety suspension, flat screen bracket, kitchen drawers with Servo soft-touch closing mechanism
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State-of-the-art electronic stability control

Rear-wheel drive

Smart refrigerator

Among the standard features is a comprehensive safety package for controlling the vehicle dynamics, including anti-lock braking system (ABS),
traction control system (TCS), electronic brake force distribution (EBD)
and hydraulic brake assist system (BAS). Also included are the latest generation of the adaptive electronic stability program ESP and many other
functions for a safer and more enjoyable trip.

The rear-wheel drive of the
HYMER ML-I has an impressive
two-ton towing capacity. That
means you can rely on smooth,
superior handling in all traffic situations – and an extremely comfortable drive into the bargain.

Despite its narrow design, the
Smart-Tower refrigerator with its
clearly organised interior has an
impressive capacity of 142 litres,
plus a 15-litre freezer compartment, and is fitted as standard.

Multifunctional comfort

7-speed transmission

Power package

Level living area

The height and angle-adjustable
swivel lounge seats in the cab are
upholstered in the same fabric as
the living area. The high seating
comfort of the Aguti Ergoflex pilot
seats is ideal for settling down to
watch TV and for relaxed driving.

The optionally available automatic transmission 7G-TRONIC
PLUS guarantees a smooth drive.
The seven forward gears prevent
abrupt speed changes when shifting up and down to keep the engine within a fuel-efficient rpm
range.

The Hymermobil ML-I can be optionally equipped with a highly efficient power package comprising
two additional, easily accessible
batteries including an extra charger in the exterior locker door.

All HYMER ML-T layouts have a
level floor throughout the living
area, unimpeded by raised sections. That way none of the headroom is lost and there are no obstacles to trip over, especially in
the dark.

Hymermobil ML-I
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Living and
kitchen comfort
A perfectly coordinated living space.

Snug living area
The stylish seating area in the ML-I 620 is available in the Palatino cream furniture finish and Aureus fabric combination, and is
pictured here in the optional L-shaped version.
A high-class combination: HYMER’s style collection Aureus also
includes the fabric brand Q2 from the textile manufacturer ROHLEDER, whose upholstery and curtain fabrics are made exclusively in Germany. Q2 is made from Hitex® yarns specially developed for ROHLEDER, making it easy to clean, extremely durable
and highly light-resistant. Q2 fabrics are also skin-friendly and
suitable for allergy sufferers.

Extendable work surface

Modern corner kitchen

Ample seating

The modern kitchen is equipped with large drawers and numerous overhead lockers. The worktop can be readily extended to give you extra
space.

A Smart-Tower refrigerator (142-litre), the floor-to-ceiling larder unit and
an optional oven are all accommodated in the generous corner kitchen
of the ML-I 620, shown here in the optional Palatino apple cream furniture finish.

The semi-dinette of the ML-I 580 seats up to four people thanks to a table with swivel extension, and is shown here in the Trentino Pear Wood
furniture finish plus Santorin fabric design.
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
A linear aesthetic coupled
with modern charm.

Comfy sleeping oasis
The comfortable single beds in the ML-I 580 and 620 also come
in a low-level version for easier access. On request, the single
beds can be converted to a giant sleeping oasis via an additional cushion.
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Comfortable fold-down bed

Versatile bathroom

No more wet feet!

The ML-I has a highly comfortable and convenient 150 cm-wide folddown bed above the cab which lowers right down and is firmly supported. A sturdy stepladder allows easier access to the bed area.

The attractive bathroom in the ML-I 620 can be separated off completely from the living area. Both the bathroom/toilet and shower area can
also be used separately.

The separate shower screen in the ML-I 580 has multiple advantages: you
can open it for more freedom of movement in the comfort bathroom or
close it to keep things dry outside.

Hymermobil StarLine
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Technical data

Model legend

Length × width × height

The Hymermobil StarLine models.

4,080 kg
920 – 1,220 kg
5,000 – 5,300 kg

Mass in running order
Payload – O (optional extra)
Max. technically permissible laden mass – O
Berths

Standard chassis

StarLine 680

797 × 235 × 307 cm

4,080 kg
920 – 1,220 kg
5,000 – 5,300 kg

StarLine 690

Hymermobil StarLine
The star among motorhomes.

797 × 235 × 307 cm

4,180 kg
820 – 1,120 kg
5,000 – 5,300 kg

Built on a Mercedes-Benz chassis, this Hymermobil B-Class vehicle
is aptly named. The exclusive motorhome boasts comprehensive
standard equipment along with well-planned interior design concepts, and meets the highest motorhoming standards. The combination of Mercedes-Benz chassis and engine power and the typical
HYMER high-tech body in PUAL design plus GRP roof coating and
GRP floor gives this model a distinctive edge. Not only that: when
it comes to roadholding, flexibility and range – not to mention
interior ambience, winter-resistance and heating comfort – the
HYMER StarLine S definitely gets an extra star.
All technical data can be found in the current motorhome price list.
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Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 516 CDI

Hymermobil StarLine
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More information on
the Hymermobil StarLine
can be found online at:

Illustrations for example purposes only

www.hymer.com/starline

Hymermobil StarLine highlights
Premium integrated vehicle with exclusive comfort.

Seitz S7 framed windows

Luxury gourmet
kitchen in superior
solid-surface material

Huge garage
with a loading height
of up to 130 cm

All tanks and service
installations insulated
and heated

Mercedes-Benz
516 CDI with 163 hp
Mercedes-Benz
7G-TRONIC PLUS
automatic transmission

Further series highlights: GRP roof coating, GRP lightweight floor, night lights in plinth area, ambient lighting,
comfort safety suspension, level living area floor, jumbo refrigerator, HYMER sleeping comfort system
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Double floor

Chassis highlight

Five passengers

Underfloor heating, a frost-protected service cavity and an additional heated storage compartment are all-inclusive thanks to
the proven, 12.5 cm thick multi-purpose double floor with hotair nozzles between the upper
floor surface (3 cm) and underfloor (3.5 cm).

The onboard cruise control system ensures a comfortable and
safe drive at a steady, consistent
speed. If the set speed is exceeded, the driver is alerted by the integrated Speedtronic device. And
a pleasant climate is ensured by
the Tempmatik front air conditioning system.

The additional bench seat next to
the entrance door in the StarLine
is available in a special version on
request. It can be easily converted
into a fifth seat with an integrated
three-point seatbelt.

Onboard power supply

Hot water heater

More independence

Chilling space

The Waeco sine wave inverter
available as an optional extra provides a continuous 1,800 W output for the on-board mains supply. By giving priority to external
power supplies where available
and switching to sleep mode when
consumers are not in use, it saves
energy and relieves the battery.

The optional ALDE hot water heating system supplies a very pleasant
warmth and is equipped with convectors at various points including
the dashboard. The system is also
equipped with an energy-saving
heat exchanger.

The large water tanks mean you
can go further before you have to
fill up again, giving you more freedom and spontaneity. The fresh
water tank in the double floor
holds 170 litres, the waste water
tank 140 litres.

The jumbo refrigerator is part of
the standard kitchen equipment.
With a capacity of 160 litres and
a separate freezer compartment,
it can be relied on to keep even
large quantities of groceries fresh.

Hymermobil StarLine
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Living and
kitchen comfort
Quality to indulge all your senses.

Stylish leather design
The seating combo of the StarLine 680 is presented here in the
exquisite Pebble leather decor, coordinating perfectly with the
stylish furniture flaps. The versatile luxury table can be rotated through 360 degrees and adjusted vertically or horizontally.

More space for kitchen appliances

Elegant down to the last detail

Dream interior

The pull-down storage compartment over the kitchen sink is not only
highly practical but also ideal for housing additional kitchen appliances.

The elegant kitchen unit in the StarLine 680 boasts a large, low-level work
surface, larder unit and easy-care solid surface worktop.

The living area in the StarLine 680 – shown here in Pebble leather and Palatino Apple furniture finish – is a highlight in visual terms alone.
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Hymermobil StarLine
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
Timeless modern design for
uncompromising travelling comfort.

Comfortable sleeping quarters
The sleeping area in the StarLine 680 is equipped with two comfortable single beds and all-round overhead lockers. Fixed steps
with a large tread allow safe and convenient access. The standard HYMER sleeping comfort system with high-quality disk-spring
bed frames maximises the benefits of the multi-zone cold foam
mattresses.
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Ample headroom

Stylish glass design

Separable areas

The 150 cm-wide, fully usable surface of the lowered fold-down bed allows a good metre of headroom.

The high-quality washbasin in superior “Cool Glass” is attractive, extremely robust, durable and easy to clean, with a porcelain-like look and feel.

The bathroom in the StarLine can be separated off completely from the
living area, Thanks to a fixed door, the area in between can also be used
as a dressing room.

HYMER
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= New

* Textile style collection = textile incl. luxury package with bedspread, tablecloth & cushions

= Standard equipment

= Optional extra

The interior at a glance
Fabric and leather design, carpet and furniture finishes.

Textile

Imitation leather / textile

Fayon

Santorin

Cremissimo

Paradiso (Ecotech / textile)

Millau (microfibre)

Textile style collection Aureus*

Etna

Santana

Pico

Tokyo

Models
HYMER
HYMER
HYMER
HYMER
HYMER

Textile

Real leather

Carpets

Furniture finishes

Tobago

Pebble leather

Roma

Palatino Apple

Samara

Trentino Pear Wood

Real leather /
textile

Imitation leather / textile

Real leather

Carpets

Furniture finishes

Van / Van S
Exsis-t
T-Class CL
T-Class SL
ML-T

Hymermobil
Hymermobil
Hymermobil
Hymermobil
Hymermobil
Hymermobil

Exsis-i
B-Class DL / HYMER DuoMobil B-DL 534
B-Class PL
B-Class SL / HYMER DuoMobil B-SL 634
ML-I
StarLine
Fayon
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Real leather / textile

Millau

Pico

Santorin

Aureus*

Tokyo

Cremissimo

Etna

Paradiso

Santana

Tobago

Pebble
leather

Roma

Samara

Palatino
Apple

Trentino
Pear Wood

HYMER Original Teile & Zubehör
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You can find the full range
of HYMER original parts &
accessories on the internet at:
www.hymer-original-parts.com

HYMER Original Parts & Accessories

categories interior, exterior, chassis system, travel and transporta-

A perfect match.

tion. With HYMER original accessories, you can rest assured you’ve

Discover the wide range of innovative solutions available in the

made the right choice: a perfect fit, impeccable workmanship
and original quality. HYMER original parts and accessories are not
available direct from the factory, but are ordered and retrofitted
exclusively via your HYMER dealer.

Don’t forget your bike!

The HYMER e-bike

For 4-legged friends

A perfect fit

An individual touch

Windscreen cover

Bed organiser

Exclusive bicycle rack system
for the HYMER rear garage. Takes
just seconds to install. Probably
the smallest and lightest model
bike rack in the motorhome sector, it offers the same security
as conventional models without
needing a support rail.

The HYMER e-bike by FLYER gives you even more mobility on holiday.
Based on the Flogo model with a conveniently low, easy-mount frame and
250-W Panasonic motor, the e-bike fits easily into the rear garage thanks
to its compact size and smart handlebar and pedal folding mechanisms.
You’ll be impressed by its high-quality craftsmanship and excellent handling, not to mention the generous warranty, e.g. 10 years on the frame.

The tailor-made HYMER dog bed
in high-quality imitation leather
comes with a fleecy cushion and
a non-slip cover on the underside. Fits perfectly into most motorhomes.

Cut-to-fit, high-quality front seat
floor mat made from polypropylene tufted velour with nubuck
edging. Stamped with the Original HYMER branding.

With their simple elegance and
huge load-bearing capacity,
HYMER aluminium rims made by
Goldschmitt not only enhance the
appearance of your motorhome,
but are also ideal for increasing
the weight rating.

Cover in ultra-light, weather-resistant PVC-coated mesh fabric
for sun protection and privacy. Fits
perfectly and looks great.

The bed organiser is a real boon,
providing ideal extra storage for
all those who seldom use the folddown bed.

All on board …

Rear vision

Multimedia system

Well covered

For young sleepyheads

Like sleeping on air

Made to measure

Sleep in style

The flexible storage space system
developed exclusively for HYMER
keeps the garage well organised
and saves you the hassle of climbing inside for loading and unloading.

The reversing camera is elegantly integrated into the third brake
light and painted in the same colour as the bodywork. It provides
optimal visibility even at night,
thanks to infrared sensors (single
or dual camera available).

In addition to route-finding, the
HYMER TomTom Bridge also
comes with all the functions of
a normal tablet plus many useful
HYMER extras.

You can tell an original HYMER
seat cover from its optimal fit. The
covers are machine-washable with
a pocket at the back, and are available in beige and graphite.

Measuring 150 × 70 cm, the
HYMER child’s bunk provides an
extra berth and can be easily fitted in the Fiat cab.

The Visco-Elastic foam specially
developed for the HYMER mattress topper is air-permeable and
reacts to even the lightest weight,
moulding perfectly to your body.

Available for all bed versions, you
can tell an original HYMER fitted
sheet from its optimal fit. The cover is pleasantly soft and washable
at 60 degrees.

The HYMER bed linen by ESTELLA consists of top-quality Egyptian cotton (non-iron interlock
jersey). It is available in a choice
of two designs to match the colour scheme of the HYMER interior.

Illustrations for example purposes only
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Note
This brochure describes the series status at the time of publication. Despite
careful checking of the contents, misprints cannot be ruled out. We reserve
the right to modify the equipment or make product improvements during
the course of the model year. Before signing a sales contract, please ask
one of our authorised HYMER dealers about the current product and series
status.
Some vehicles include optional extras which are quoted in the current price
list and available at extra cost. The decoration shown is not supplied by
HYMER. The details of scope of delivery, appearance, performance, dimensions and weights are valid at the time of going to press – deviations within
the factory tolerance limits (max +/- 5%) are possible and permissible.
These data comply with European homologation regulations, which may
change up to the time of vehicle purchase or delivery. Your HYMER dealer
will gladly provide information on any changes and the standard scope of
delivery.
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